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ABSTRACT: Molecular simulations of large biological systems, such as
viral capsids, remains a challenging task in soft matter research. On one
hand, coarse-grained (CG) models attempt to make the description of the
entire viral capsid disassembly feasible. On the other hand, the permanent
development of novel molecular dynamics (MD) simulation approaches,
like enhanced sampling methods, attempt to overcome the large time
scales required for such simulations. Those methods have a potential for
delivering molecular structures and properties of biological systems.
Nonetheless, exploring the process on how a viral capsid disassembles by
all-atom MD simulations has been rarely attempted. Here, we propose a
methodology to analyze the disassembly process of viral capsids from a
free energy perspective, through an eﬃcient combination of dynamics
using coarse-grained models and Poisson−Boltzmann simulations. In
particular, we look at the eﬀect of pH and charge of the genetic material inside the capsid, and compute the free energy of a
disassembly trajectory precalculated using CG simulations with the SIRAH force ﬁeld. We used our multiscale approach on the
Triatoma virus (TrV) as a test case, and ﬁnd that even though an alkaline environment enhances the stability of the capsid, the
resulting deprotonation of the genetic material generates a Coulomb-type electrostatic repulsion that triggers disassembly.

■

INTRODUCTION
Numerous virus structures are comprised of smaller proteincoat pieces which form a capsid. Such macromolecular
structures have, at least, two crucial roles to play, namely:
the packaging of the viral genome and the transport of such
genetic material throughout the human body. The latter role
makes the capsid an eﬃcient and natural nanocarrier, as
identiﬁed by scientists and the biotechnology industry, for the
sake of incorporating those transport abilities to the development of drug delivery applications. Nonetheless, the understanding of how this eﬃcient viral capsids transport works, is
still a subject of research from both theoretical and
experimental viewpoints.1−6 Among those research topics,
one question we are interested in is the release of the enclosed
material carried by a viral capsid.
Diﬀerent molecular simulation strategies with special focus
on biological processes have been developed during the last 2
decades, those methodologies are designed to describe large
conformational changes of biomolecules at the level of the
single structure of proteins or their assemblies under natural
environments.7,8 Such structural changes can occur spontaneously, typically triggered by thermodynamic factors (e.g., pH,
temperature, ionic concentrations, etc.) or through local forces
© 2019 American Chemical Society

which disrupts the mechanical stability of the complex. Viral
capsid disassembly9 involves the dissociation of protein-coats
either for the release of the nucleic acid material during the
viral replication process or to regulate protein dissociation by
the ionic concentration. In this regard, coarse-grained models10
have been derived from thermodynamic principles, e.g., the
SIRAH,11,12 PRIMO,13 MARTINI,14,15 and UNRES force
ﬁelds.16 Primarily, those models are designed to allow the
description of biological systems by taking into account the
typical length and time scales associated with molecular
processes in biology.
Here, we focus on pH gradients between the inside
(interior) and outside of the viral capsid. To this end, we
propose a novel computational method to estimate the
electrostatic free energy values caused by the pH gradients
along viral capsids. This method uses a Poisson−Boltzmann
(PB) model for free energy calculations on a detailed structure
of the protein-coats disassembly stages, obtained previously by
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Figure 1. Step-wise scheme of the disassembly process simulation of a TrV virus via multiscale methods, obtaining the molecular trajectories of
such process, and the conversion of scales to ﬁt the Poisson−Boltzmann atomistic conﬁguration requirements for quantiﬁcation. Note that for
visualization reasons the solvent has not been illustrated within this scheme.

Figure 2. Representation of the capsid in an implicit-solvent model which comprises three regions (a): inside the capsid (Ω1), outside the capsid
(Ω2) and the interface region where the proteins of the capsid are located (Ω3). Part b shows an alternative representation adding an extra region
with point charges to represent the charge after the deprotonation of genetic material. After disassembly, the capsid is not watertight, and we place
the ions in a spherical shell like in part c. The thin region with negative point charges has the dielectric constant of the solvent, but no salt.

force ﬁeld,11,12 following previously reported simulations of the
initial disassembly paths of TrV capsids.17 In particular, Viso et
al.17 explored the mechanisms which build the protonation
channels across the TrV capsid, triggering disassembly. The
CG ensembles representing the TrV capsid follow the SIRAH
force ﬁeld, as well as the solvent which uses a multiscale
approach based on layers of CG water (WT4 and WLS) as
previously reported by Machado et al.27 The system
equilibration stage was run for around 2 μs using GROMACS
version 2018,28,29 while the initial disassembly paths where
obtained by means of an electrostatic repulsion eﬀect. In other
words, CG water molecules have been replaced by ions of Cl−
inside the capsid and simulated them for 500 ps, which
generated the required trajectories to observe initial
disassemble paths on the TrV. Note here, that the electrostatic
repulsion eﬀects caused by the Cl− ions decay rapidly from a
“disassembly peak” within the ﬁrst 200 ps of simulation time,
detailed information about such behavior has been reported
elsewhere.17 Afterward, we employed SIRAH-tools30 for
backmapping the CG capsids representations to all-atom

multiscale simulations17−24 employing the SIRAH forceﬁeld.11,12 This allows us to study the free energy landscapes
of those disassembly snapshots and determine which of the
conﬁgurations is energetically more favorable. On this subject,
we aim to pave the way for extending theoretical virology
models and also interpreting experiments that attempt to
understand the disassembly process of viral and viral-like
capsids.
In order to show the quantitative capabilities of our
computational method, we have selected a triatoma virus
capsid.25 This nonenvelope, ssRNA virus is the main vector of
the Chagas disease, and is considered to have great potential in
the drug development ﬁeld, according to the World Health
Organization.26

■

METHODS
SIRAH Method to Capture the Conformational
Changes of TrV Capsid Disassembly. To obtain atomistic
snapshots from the viral capsids disassembly path, we used a
backmapping procedure of CG simulations with the SIRAH
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unit vector n is normal to the SES, and points away from the
region enclosed by the surface.
The most common quantity of interest is the solvation
energy, which is the work required to bring the solute from
vacuum into the solvent. Considering that the charges inside
the solute are Dirac delta functions, this energy becomes

snapshots. The latter is used as an input to our Poisson−
Boltzmann method to study the solvation energy landscapes of
such disassembly process (as illustrated in Figure 1). It is
important to remark that the atomistic resolution snapshots are
given as an input to our method can be also provided from allatom simulations, or the use of other multiscale methods, like
enhanced sampling e.g. TAMD31 or new emerging highresolution imaging techniques.1,32,33
Regarding performance, the TrV system (VT = 50.41 ×
47.53 × 41.16 nm3) is comprised by roughly 380k atoms in the
capsid, 32k WT4 (approximately 352k water molecules) and
42k WLS (approximately 2.3 M water molecules) CG beads of
solvent which took 15.5 ns per day by using 2 GPUs Quadro
rtx5000. In addition, all the conﬁguration ﬁles used in our
method are provided in ref 34 under Creative Commons
license 4.0.
Poisson−Boltzmann Solver. Rather than considering
water molecules explicitly, an implicit solvent model averages
their inﬂuence in a continuum dielectric description.35,36 Then,
a dissolved molecule is represented as a multidielectric inﬁnite
domain with, at least, two regionsthe solute and the
solventinterfaced by the solvent-excluded surface (SES).
Figure 2a sketches this situation in the case of a capsid, which
has three distinct regions:
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The free energy also has a nonelectrostatic component,
which accounts for the work required to create the cavity in the
solvent that will hold the charges of the solute. The
disassembly process is governed by electrostatic interactions;17
hence, the nonpolar component of the free energy is negligible,
and we only focus on the electrostatic energy.
In this work, we use the Poisson−Boltzmann solver
PyGBe38,39 to compute the electrostatic potential and energy
in eqs 1 and 3. PyGBe formulates the system of partial
diﬀerential equations in a boundary integral form, requiring to
mesh the SES only, and solves the resulting system with a
boundary element method (BEM). The code is memory
eﬃcient and fast,40 as it uses acceleration from a treecode
algorithm,41,42 and runs on GPUs. Further details on PyGBe
and its implementation can be found elsewhere.38 In this work,
we developed a shared-memory parallel CPU implementation
of PyGbe to be able to simulate large virus-like particles. The
PyGBe code is an open source project available on Github,43
and is released under a BSD 3 Clause license.
There are important simpliﬁcations involved with the
Poisson−Boltzmann model; for example, it neglects steric
eﬀects and considers a rigid solute. However, the model is still
accurate,35,36,44 and widely used in the biophysics community.30,45,46 Moreover, it is a specially useful tool for solvation
energy calculations, which are diﬃcult and time-consuming
with molecular dynamics.
Preparation of the Capsid for the Electrostatic
Calculations. We obtained the molecular structure of the
TrV capsid from molecular dynamics simulations using
SIRAH, reparameterized it with the pdb2pqr software51
using an amber force ﬁeld, and meshed the SES with the
Nanoshaper software.47 We further manipulated the mesh with
the Python library trimesh, to remove triangulations on small
pockets. This yielded a system like the one shown in Figure 2a,
where the capsid membrane (Ω2) separates an outside (Ω3)
and an inside region (Ω1). In reality, the inside region contains
the genetic material of the virus; however, as a ﬁrst approach,
we will model it as being ﬁlled with solvent. Our Poisson−
Boltzmann approximation computes free energies directly,35,36
which includes the entropic and internal energy components

(∇2 − κ2 2)ϕ2 = 0 on Ω 2

∂ϕ1

(3)

36,37

(∇2 − κ12)ϕ1 = 0 on Ω1

ϕ1 = ϕ3 and ϵ1

(2)

where

Each region is characterized by its dielectric constant (ϵ1, ϵ2,
ϵ3), and salt concentration (C1, C2, C3), which is zero in the
capsid. For simplicity, we will use parameters that are proper
for a solvent in the internal region (Ω1). If the capsid is not
watertight, Ω1 and Ω2 would be connected and considered to
be the same dielectric region.
The partial charges in the solute are represented as static
point charges at the locations of the atoms, whereas the salt
ions in the solvent are considered as mobile point charges that
arrange according to Boltzmann statistics. Applying continuum
electrostatic theory on this arrangement gives rise to a system
of coupled partial diﬀerential equations, where the potential
inside the solute is governed by Poisson, and in the solvent by
Poisson−Boltzmann:

1
∇ ϕ3 =
ϵ3

k=1

where ϕreac = ϕ3 − ϕcoul is the reaction potential, ρ the charge
distribution, and rk the location of charge k.
There is another source of energy in the point-charge
distribution of the partial charges in the solute. Then, the total
electrostatic contribution to free energy is the sum of the
solvation energy in eq 2 and the Coulomb-type energy

• internal (Ω1), which is usually ﬁlled with genetic
material;
• external (Ω2), representing the solvent; and
• capsid (Ω3), the proteic membrane that interfaces the
internal and external regions.

2

∫Ω ρϕreac = ∑ qkϕreac(rk)

(1)

Here, ϕ is the electrostatic potential, κ is the inverse of the
Debye length (which depends on the salt concentration C), ϵ
is the dielectric constant, and q is the partial charges of the
biomolecule. Γ1 and Γ2 are the SES on the inside and outside
of the capsid, interfacing Ω3 with Ω1 and Ω2, respectively. The
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beyond 0.4%; hence, we use this mesh density in the rest of
our simulations. With this mesh size, each simulation took ∼4
h to complete on a 24-core workstation with 96GB of RAM.
Inﬂuence of the pH Gradient on the Free Energy. We
performed calculations of the electrostatic component of free
energy on the viral capsid assembled structure (PDB ID:
3NAP) with diﬀerent values of pH in the inside and outside
regions. Following the disassembling mechanism proposed by
Viso and co-workers,17 we studied pH variations between 7
and 8.5. Note that those values are comprised in the ranges
used in the literature.55,56 Moreover, the drug development
community for the experimental characterization of virus-like
particles (VLPs) uses also ranges of pH between 6 and 9 for
their vaccines development.57 Initially we varied the external
pH maintaining a ﬁxed neutral pH inside, to then modify the
internal pH with pH = 8.5 externally. These results are shown
in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Table S1 of the Supporting
Information.
Usually, in Coulomb energy calculations, force ﬁelds include
scaling factors for atoms that are 3 bonds away or less. We did
not consider these in the computations that led to Tables 2

implicitly. Nevertheless, there are more elaborate models that
consider structural details of the nucleic acid explicitly,48−50
which could be coupled to a Poisson−Boltzmann solver.
To simulate a pH diﬀerence between the interior and
exterior regions, we protonated the TrV structure using the
pdb2pqr software,51 depending on the location of each residue.
If the residue’s α carbon was closer to the surface interfacing
with the exterior solvent, the residue was protonated according
to the exterior pH, whereas if the α carbon was closer to the
interior surface, the hydrogen atoms were assigned with the
interior pH.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The study of the mechanism of virus disassembly is a real
challenge for current all-atom MD simulation. On the ﬁrst
hand, it involves the simulation of several millions of particles,
and second, the time scales are beyond the standard for MD
simulations. In order to overcome those limitations and
provide molecular structures of capsids under a disassembly
process for further energy landscapes analysis via our PBsolver, we explored a pioneering work17 on viral capsids initial
disassembly of the TrV. There, the authors employ multiscale
simulations to obtain a structural changes on the viral capsids
triggered by a Grotthuss-like mechanism for proton channeling, which is used as a hypothesis on how to simulate the
electrostatic repulsion inside the capsid and hence deliver CG
structures of the capsids under disassembly. We adopted this
approach17 to compute the electrostatic component of the free
energy for molecular structures obtained from multiscale
simulations using SIRAH (as illustrated in Figure 1). Those
simulations consider a solvent (Ω1 and Ω2 in Figure 2a) with
150 mM of salt (κ = 0.125 Å−1) and permittivity 80. On the
other hand, the proteic region (Ω3 in Figure 2a) has
permittivity 4.
Furthermore, we bring to discussion for the computational
biophysics community an alternative methodology for the
calculation of the disassembly pathways. This indicates the
possibility to combine within our approach other enhanced
sampling methods52,53 based on the collective variables such as
the temperature accelerated molecular dynamics (TAMD)
approach.54
The input ﬁles required to reproduce the results in this
section with the PyGBe code are available on Zenodo,34 and
shared under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License.
Mesh reﬁnement study. To ﬁnd an appropriate mesh
density, we performed simulations at neutral pH with 3.16,
4.88, and 7.42 boundary elements per Å2, and used Richardson
extrapolation38 to estimate the solvation energy at inﬁnite
reﬁnement. These results are shown in Table 1, and yield an
extrapolated value of −627,042 kcal/mol.
The solvation energy computed with 3.16 elements per Å2 is
0.4% away from the inﬁnitely reﬁned solution. This accuracy is
appropriate in our case, where solvation energy diﬀerences are
Table 1. Solvation Energies Using Diﬀerent Mesh
Reﬁnements for the TrV Capsid at pH = 7
density (el/Å2)

no. of elements

ΔGsolv (kcal/mol)

3.16
4.88
7.42

2 774 684
4 373 808
6 761 872

−629 760
−628 326
−627 648

Figure 3. Electrostatic free energy with varying external pH and ﬁxed
pHint = 7. The numerical values are shown in the Supporting
Information. The energy values in the y axis of part c are presented
with an oﬀset of −3.497 × 106 for better visualization.
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Table 3. Electrostatic Free Energy of the Capsid As It
Disassembles by Placing 1600 Negative Charges Inside the
Capsid
energy [kcal/mol]

and 3; however, as we are interested in energy diﬀerences, our
conclusions are not aﬀected by this inaccuracy.
Table 2. Electrostatic Free Energy of the Capsid As It
Disassembles by Placing 800 Negative Charges Inside the
Capsid
energy [kcal/mol]
reference ﬁgure

solvation

Coulomb

total

1
2
3

2a
2b
2c

−547 390
−544 237
−289 386

−2 954 358
−2 938 631
−3 202 676

−3 501 749
−3 482 868
−3 492 062

reference ﬁgure

solvation

Coulomb

total

1
2
3

2a
2b
2c

−547 390
−543 040
−347 984

−2 954 358
−2 891 099
−3 175 389

−3 501 749
−3 434 139
−3 523 373

Figures 3 and 4 also show that there is no clear relation
between the free energy and the pH gradient across the capsid.
For example, the free energy is higher for pHint = 7.0 and pHext
= 7.5 compared to pHint = 8.0 and pHext = 8.5, even though the
pH diﬀerence is the same. This is due to the asymmetric
importance of the internal and external pH on the free energy.
Moreover, it is interesting to analyze how the solvation and
Coulomb terms contribute to the electrostatic free energy.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 suggest that these energies tend to
compensate, as the diﬀerences in solvation and Coulomb
energies alone are large and opposite in sign, but the total free
energy has a small change. In all our tests, however, the
solvation energy changes prevail.
Energy Calculations of the Disassembling Process.
According to Viso and co-workers,17 the alkaline pH inside the
capsid deprotonates the genetic material, generating an
electrostatic repulsive force that causes disassembling. Similar
to that work, we model the deprotonated genetic material with
negative point charges (q = −1qe) placed randomly in a
spherical shell region close to the capsid, as shown in Figure
2b, and compute the electrostatic free energy of the system. In
these simulations, the shell region has no salt (κ = 0) and the
dielectric constant of the solvent (ϵ = 80).
Table 2 and Table 3 show the electrostatic contribution to
the free energy in three diﬀerent stages of the disassembling
process:
1. Capsid assembled structure (PDB ID: 3NAP) with pH =
8.5 everywhere, representing the capsid in an alkaline
environment.
2. Capsid assembled structure with pH = 8.5 everywhere
and negative charges in the spherical shell, to model the
deprotonated genetic material.
3. Disassembled structure obtained from dynamic simulations with Cl− ions inside the capsid, and pH = 8.5
everywhere.
The results in Table 2 corresponds to simulations with 800
negative charges inside the capsid, whereas Table 3 presents
calculations with 1600 charges.
The free energy changes from Table 2 and Table 3 are useful
to study the stability of the system in the disassembling
process. The jump from stage 1 to 2 is the energetic diﬀerence
as the genetic material loses H+ ions due to the alkaline
environment. As expected, the free energy increases, indicating
that the system is less stable. Looking at the contribution of the
solvation and Coulombic parts of the free energy diﬀerence,
this destabilization is mainly due to the Coulombic
component, and it is greater in the case with 1600 ions.
The negative charges induce an electrostatic repulsion that
pushes the capsid outward. In fact, comparing stages 2 and 3 in
Table 2 and Table 3, the free energy drops, showing that the
system is more stable as it disassembles, making it a possible
disassembling trajectory. In this case, however, there is a

Figure 4. Electrostatic free energy with varying internal pH and ﬁxed
pHext = 8.5. The numerical values are shown in the Supporting
Information. The energy values in the y axis of parts a and c are
presented with an oﬀset of −29.53 and 3.502 × 106, respectively, for
better visualization.

stage no.

stage no.

Looking at the total electrostatic free energy in Figure 3c
and Figure 4c, it becomes evident that the external pH has a
much larger impact than the internal pH in the capsid stability.
These ﬁgures show a drop in the free energy, however, the
drop is far more important when the external pH increases.
Moreover, in Figure 4c, the drop is only in the order of 60
kcal/mol, which is below the resolution of our numerical
method.
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compensation eﬀect, as the solvation energy increases and the
Coulomb term decreases. In absolute terms, the Coulomb
contribution is larger, conﬁrming that the electrostatic
repulsion of the negatively charged genetic material leads the
disassembling process. These observations agree with the
mechanism proposed by Viso et al.17
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CONCLUSION
The modeling of the large conformational changes associated
with the viral capsid disassembly process via molecular
simulations comprises real methodological and computational
challenges. Here, we have presented a multiscale method that
combines coarse-grained MD and PB models to simulate largescale viral capsids from a free energy perspective. More
speciﬁcally, we studied the eﬀect of pH and charge of the
genetic material, and how free energy changes as the capsid
disassembles. We noticed that the pH of the solvent has an
important eﬀect on stability, whereas in the internal region the
impact is negligible. We also conﬁrmed that as the genetic
material loses protons, the free energy decreases as the capsid
disassembles, showing that the trajectories computed with
molecular simulations are indeed possible snapshots of the
disassembly paths for the TrV. Our method for calculating free
energies of viral and virus-like capsids presents a novel
approach that complements the molecular understanding of
the disassembly process of viruses. Part of this complementary
information contributes with quantitative free energy landscapes of the disassembly process snapshots. In addition, we
show that within a couple of hours a quantitative overview of
the viral disassembly structures can be given. Thus, we present
an agile method which is ready to be applied beyond proof-ofconcept systems. All around, we deliver a powerful computeraided tool for applied research. While interpreting experimental results is a challenging endeavor, our work can assist
the advanced microscopy techniques which are currently
developing towards image acquisition with video rates and thus
reaching dynamical processes of viral capsids. As an outlook
and aligned to experimental results, our pioneering method can
be employed to tackle also phenomena like mechanicalcrowding in viral disassembly processes by combining
molecular simulations to continuum mechanical models.
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